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 Release  
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API Documentation  
 

 ACC : https://portal-acpt.api.ehealth.fgov.be/  

 PROD : https://portal.api.ehealth.fgov.be/ 
 

 Updated features 

2.1. Business rules modifications 

2.1.1. Priority change for the last minute booking system 

There is a change in the priority returned in the “last minute booking eligibility” operation. 
The priority is calculated internally. The lowest number is the highest priority. 

2.1.2. List schedulable vaccinations 

“MEDIPRIO1” is added to the algorithm to return people by priority. 
 
The priority algorithm is now : 

1. Healthcare workers 
2. MEDIPRIO1 
3. Essential workers 
4. People older than 70 years 
5. 75% people from 65 to 69 years and people with a comorbidity 
6. People from 18 to 69 years 

2.1.3. Activation by ssin 

An extra source “MEDIPRIO1” can now use this method to activate people. 
 
The priority to update the “source” field is now the following : 

1. COBRHA 
2. MEDIPRIO1 
3. REGION_ESSENTIAL_WORKER 
4. GP 
5. CIN_NIC 
6. RESERVATION_TOOL 

 
The priority to update the “vaccineType” field is now the following : 

1. GP / CIN_NIC / MEDIPRIO1 
2. COBRHA 
3. REGION_ESSENTIAL_WORKER 

 
 
 
 

https://portal-acpt.api.ehealth.fgov.be/
https://portal.api.ehealth.fgov.be/
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2.2. API modifications 

2.2.1. Last minute booking eligibility 

An extra field “ineligibilityDurability” is added in the response. This allows the last minute booking software 
to avoid unnecessary calls to this method if the person will never be eligible again. 
 
This field can have two values : 

 TEMPORARY : The last minute booking ineligibility can change for this person. 

 FINAL : The last minute booking ineligibility will never change for this person. 
 
The “ineligibilityDurability” has the value “FINAL” when one of the following conditions is true : 

 Presence of an injection 

 Presence of a schedule 

 Presence of a valid invitation with the flow “NORMAL” 

 Presence of a valid invitation with the flow “LAST_MINUTE_BOOKING_CENTER” 

 The person is deceased 

 Presence of an event “NO_SHOW_LAST_MINUTE_BOOKING” 
 
If none of the conditions are correct, this field has the value “TEMPORARY”. 
 
Indeed the following conditions are temporary : 

 The code is deactivated 

 Presence of a vaccine type during activation 

 Presence of a valid invitation with the flow “LAST_MINUTE_BOOKING” 

 Presence of an incomplete address 
o Missing street or country code missing / different from “BE”  


